Weddings and Engagement Photography
The Women will look beautiful.
The men in your life will be handsome.
Children are always adorable.
In your wedding photographs.
You will love the images I will create for you.
I will bring a Fashion style to your wedding photographs.
Weddings are a new chapter in a families history.
A new family is being created, a new history started.
Quality service and photography are never inexpensive.
On your Wedding Day, you should fee comfortable with your photographer knowing that
your photographs will be of the highest quality.
An engagement session is part of all my wedding photography.
If you only want an engagement session that can be done.
If you want only formal portraits and ceremony coverage that can also be done.

Portraits and Head Shots
As a commercial photographer and Actor in TV commercials I think I bring a different
viewpoint to Portrait and Head Shot photography. For the performer I have the same
experience as you do. I have done the same things, the go sees, the waiting for the call
backs. An actor/actress headshot should not be overly retouched, casting directors want
to see an honest image of you. When i retouch I know how much is enough and stop
there. As a commercial photographer I know how to light a photograph, I can bring high
quality equipment to you location. From the days of shooting film I know the limits of
digital photography. Resizing for online use is part of the service I offer.
For non performer portraits the quality is the same but the image is used for printing and
online. All non commercial portraits are priced the same except prints are extra.
For all Retail photography I do Hair and Make Up services would be an extra cost.

Online proofing is done thru an account on Zenfolio. Printing direct from a professional
lab is also done by the Zenfolio account. Zenfolio takes credit cards. Look for the online
link on my website. Please remember the private codes I will give you.
Please call or e mail me for current pricing of Retail photography sessions and printing.
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